Reviews
Highly-rated 5.0

“Works great for 87 year old who's intimidated by technology. Got this for an aging mother who was too confused by
setting a normal clock (ie, turn the dial to the right time) and obviously was concerned if she could use this. She loves
it and has easily adapted to setting this and turning the alarm off when she doesn't need it. I wish I'd have known
about this years ago for in-laws as well as my own parents. -- Michelle J.
“I love it! It does exactly what it says. and unlike many voice controlled products, it is EASY to use.” -- Jason Jenkins
“I use it to remind my mother about her medical appointments. We both love it.” -- Jayne B., NYC
"My dad has Mid stage Alzheimers’ and lives in independent living by himself in one bedroom apartment. He sleeps
much of to the time. Rosie helps with meal, water, and activity reminders. " -- Barb; Golden Valley MN
"I bought reminder Rosie for my mom who tends to forget her medicine and it has just been wonderful. She says it is
just like I was there reminding her because I record the reminders and it plays back in my voice.… It is a great buy
and I would recommend it for anyone." -- Sharon; Coos Bay, Oregon
"After six months of daily use, Rosie has been very successful for my parents. It has enabled them to maintain their
schedule at the assisted living residence and my parents seem to enjoy hearing my and my sister’s voice giving them
the reminders. Thanks for bringing such a helpful device to market at a great price!" -- Cathy Nagy; Smithville, ON
“Thank you for creating Reminder Rosie! My dad is 94 years old and because of your product, he is able to live in an
independent living apartment. He is forgetful so the machine helps him to get to exercise class, to the music concerts
in the lobby and meals. It also reminds him when his favorite baseball team is on TV so he can watch them. He would
be lost without Reminder Rosie! -- Ann A.
"My partner has Alzheimer's and getting her to take her meds and do other tasks has been very difficult. We tried
alarm watches, but that didn't work. Then I bought this and set it up. She loves it! Now she doesn't miss her meds or
other activities." -- Linda S. Overland; Missouri
"I have one (Reminder Rosie) that wakes me and reminds me of things during the day so I don't get distracted and
miss anything. The voice control is very good. I can just say Alarm Off or Reminder Off from across the room to
disable the alarms or reminders. I have never been more satisfied with a clock." – Johnnie; Richland, Washington
“Rosie is the perfect anti-nagging device! In the war of Kids VS Parents, the parents gain some ground by using Rosie
….I found it less stressful for me as I can let Rosie do the reminding and make sure things were being handled. I no
longer have to remember myself.” -- James, Colorado Springs, CO
“I have a daughter with very involved cerebral palsy which causes seizures and breathing problems that my wife and
myself have to administer Medications on regularly scheduled time intervals and have been using Reminder Rosie
because it is loud enough to hear thru-out the house and easy Turn off with voice commands once alert is given. We
have been using for many months and have come to rely on the voice alerts as she gets meds thought-out the day at
different time intervals.” -- Danny Love; Morganton, GA
“Excuse me by saying "device", as it had became a member of our family. It not only aided in the care of my Mother
but it also relieved the loaded responsibly that my family had to care for my Mom especially medications. Not only
does it give Mom her daily guidance but, due to your innovative design its my voice she hears. She needs that, and
that makes the clock an extension of me and not just a box. It look a little to understand it's programming but, it is
well worth the effort due to its outstanding results. Thank you, your clock is truly a gift from God.” -- Mike Beadles;
Lawton, OK
"Purchased for my Grand Dad for his medications and he now rely's on it. " -- Martha; San Jose, CA
"I love how to set the clock with voice commands! The voice alarms have been coming on perfectly for my for dad (94
yrs) and he’s making it down to dinner at his assisted living residence more often now, ON TIME. " -- Collen
Framptom; North Saanich, B.C
"I have to say this is one of the best purchases I have ever made. I have always had issues with the user interface to
set alarms, but this one rocks. Buy it and enjoy"! -- RE-MINDER; Richland, WV
“…..So in the war of Kids VS Parents the parents gained some ground by using Rosie. I would say to them the clock is
GOD if GOD speaks you do it..I found it less stressful for me as I could now make sure things were being handled and
I no longer had to remember myself.” -- James Gravert; Colorado Springs, CO
“Love it. Easy to program, great for my mom who has Alzheimer's. She doesn't have to do anything and it reminds
her of all her various activities, meals, etc. at her retirement home" -– Judi
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“My 88 year old mother has early stages of dementia and has been using Reminder Rosie for the past year and just
loves it. It really keeps her on track for daily activities and appointments allowing her to remain as active as possible
given her memory challenges. Even though my mother lives in an assisted living community, Reminder Rosie has
been essential to reminding her when its time to go for meals and appointments with voice reminders recorded by
loved ones voices. Reminder Rosie is very easy to use and program and even more important is extremely easy for
my mother to use. I would highly recommend Reminder Rosie to anyone whose loved one has memory issues....it is
not only an essential tool but provides loved ones peace of mind.” -- Ej Dochoda; St.Petersburg Fl

Health Care Expert
“Very impressive. Reminder-Rosie is incredibly unique in engaging the patient and caregiver in a personalized
platform for health improvement. Society’s health care attitudes needs to change. Disruption. Using people to help
people. Creating communities of care.” -- Cyndy Nayer, MA President of CyndyNayer.com & Founder of Center for
Health Value Innovation

